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The bicoordinated dihydroxyphosphenium ion P(OH)2
� (1�) was generated specifically by

charge-exchange dissociative ionization of triethylphosphite and its connectivity was con-
firmed by collision induced dissociation and neutralization-reionization mass spectra. The
major dissociation of 1� forming PO� ions at m/z 47 involved another isomer, O¢POOH2

� (2�),
for which the optimized geometry showed a long POOH2 bond. Dissociative 70-eV electron
ionization of diethyl phosphite produced mostly 1� together with a less stable isomer,
HP(O)OH� (3�). Ion 2� is possibly co-formed with 1� upon dissociative 70-eV electron
ionization of methylphosphonic acid. Neutralization-reionization of 1� confirmed that P(OH)2

�

(1) was a stable species. Dissociations of neutral 1, as identified by variable-time measure-
ments, involved rate-determining isomerization to 2 followed by fast loss of water. A
competitive loss of H occurs from long-lived excited states of 1 produced by vertical electron
transfer. The A and B states undergo rate-determining internal conversion to vibrationally
highly excited ground state that loses an H atom via two competing mechanisms. The first of
these is the direct cleavage of one of the OOH bonds in 1. The other is an isomerization to 3
followed by cleavage of the POH bond to form O¢POOH as a stable product. The relative,
dissociation, and transition state energies for the ions and neutrals were studied by ab initio
and density functional theory calculations up to the QCISD(T)/6–311�G(3df,2p) and
CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ levels of theory. RRKM calculations were performed to investigate
unimolecular dissociation kinetics of 1. Excited state geometries and energies were investi-
gated by a combination of configuration interaction singles and time-dependent density
functional theory calculations. (J Am Soc Mass Spectrom 2002, 13, 250–264) © 2002 American
Society for Mass Spectrometry

Over the years a great deal of attention has been
focused on the chemistry of phosphorus oxoac-
ids, some of which belong to the family of low

coordinated phosphorus compounds. Phosphorus
oxoacids are believed to play an important role in the
chemistry and biochemistry of phosphorus containing
compounds and have been extensively studied by ex-
periment and theory [1–5]. Low coordinated dithio-
phosphanes are also known to be reactive intermediates

and some of them have been isolated as stable ligands
in complexes [6, 7]. Unfortunately, direct evidence for
the existence of these species as stable monomeric
entities is scarce due to facile intermolecular reactions.
The neutralization- reionization mass spectrometry
(NRMS) technique [8–13] has been established as a
powerful tool for investigating the stabilities and struc-
tures of highly reactive and elusive transient species in
the rarefied gas phase and it has been successfully used
to generate and characterize some of the low coordi-
nated phosphorus species. Keck and Terlouw and their
co-workers have provided NRMS experimental evi-
dence for the gas phase existence of (methylthio) thio-
xophosphane (CH3S-P¢S) [14], phosphenethiol (H2P-
SH) [15], phosphenedithiol HP (SH)2 [16],
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thioxophosphane HPS and its tautomer HSP [17] mol-
ecules. Gu and Turec̆ek [18] have reported an NRMS
study on several oxygenated phosphorus species, e.g.,
PO, CH3OPH, CH3OPOH, CH3OPOCH3, and
(CH3O)2PO. Vivekananda, Srinivas, and coworkers re-
cently reported [19, 20] on the generation and charac-
terization of low coordinated phosphorus species, viz.,
CH3O-P¢O, CH3S-P¢O and NH3PO by using a combi-
nation of tandem mass spectrometric techniques. Tu-
rec̆ek et al. [21] also have demonstrated the importance
of Franck-Condon effects in the dissociations and
isomerizations of gas-phase phosphorus oxoacids and
radicals, mainly P(OH)3 and P(OH)4

� and their corre-
sponding isomeric species. This NRMS study revealed
that vertical neutralization of stable P(OH)4

� produced
vibrationally excited unstable P(OH)4

� whereas the tri-
coordinated P(OH)3

��/o and its isomer HPO(OH)2
��/o

formed stable molecules on the ms time scale of NRMS
experiments. In contrast to these tri and tetra coordi-
nated hydroxyphosphoranyl species that were treated
extensively by theory [22–28], bicoordinated phos-
phoranyl radicals, e.g., P(OH)2

�/�, received much less
attention [29–31]. Although Turec̆ek et al. [21] briefly
mentioned this species as one of the dissociation prod-
ucts of trihydroxyphosphane, no detailed study of this
radical or its isomers has been reported. We therefore
decided to investigate P(OH)2

�/� by a combination of
tandemmass spectrometric experiments and theoretical
calculations.

Experimental

The mass spectrometric experiments in Hyderabad
were carried out using a VG Micromass Autospec M
mass spectrometer of E1BE2 geometry [19] (E denotes an
electric sector and B, magnetic sector). The instrument
has two collision chambers (Cls-2 and Cls-3) and an
intermediate deflector electrode, all in the third field
free region (between E1B and E2).
Methylphosphonic acid (I) diethyl phosphite (II) and

triethyl phosphite (III) were commercially available
(Aldrich, Milwaukee, WI) and were used without fur-
ther purification. Di-([2H5]ethyl)phosphite (IIa) was
synthesized from PCl3 and [

2H6]ethanol (both Aldrich)
according to a literature procedure [32]. I was intro-
duced into the ion source via the direct insertion probe
and II and III through the liquid inlet system under the
following conditions: source temperature, 250 °C; elec-
tron energy, 70 eV; trap current, 250 �A.; acceleration
potential, 7 kV. Accurate mass measurements of the ion
at m/z 65 from I–III were obtained at a resolution of
m/m¢7000 (10 % valley definition), using the data
system. Kinetic energy release values (eV) in metasta-
ble-ion dissociations forming m/z 47 from precursors
I–III were measured from peak widths at half maximum
and corrected for the main beam peak width [33, 34].
The collision induced dissociation mass spectra (CID)
were recorded by mass selecting the beam ofm/z 65 ions
using E1B (MS-1), with 7 keV translational energy and

allowing collisions with oxygen in the collision cell
Cls-3; the resulting ions were analyzed by scanning E2
(MS-2). CID mass spectra of m/z 65 ions were also
recorded in the FFR-1 using the linked scan technique
(B/E 	 constant).
Charge-exchange ionization with CO2

�� to produce
m/z 65 ions from III under CI conditions was performed
in a tight CI source at 7 � 10�5 torr of CO2, as read on
the source ion gauge. The NR experiments were con-
ducted by mass selecting the beam of ions of m/z 65
with E1B (MS-1) and neutralizing them in Cls-2 with
xenon. The remaining ions were deflected away from
the beam of neutrals by means of a deflector electrode
(�5 kV). The neutral beam was reionized in Cls-3 with
O2 target gas and the resulting ions were recorded by
scanning E2. The spectra shown are accumulations of
25–50 scans.
The measurements in Seattle were made on a tandem

quadrupole acceleration-deceleration mass spectrome-
ter described previously [35]. Electron ionization was
used to generate m/z 65 ions from II and III and m/z 67
ions from di-([2H5]ethyl) phosphite in a standard elec-
tron ionization source. Typical ionization conditions
were as follows: electron energy 70 eV, emission current
500 �A, temperature 200–250 °C. Charge-exchange ion-
ization with CO2 was performed in a tight chemical
ionization source at 2 � 10�4 torr CO2 as read on the
ionization gauge placed at the diffusion pump intake;
this corresponds to 0.2–0.3 torr in the ion source. The
partial pressure of III was 2 � 10�6 torr in these
measurements. Stable precursor ions were passed
through a quadrupole mass filter operated in the radio-
frequency-only mode, accelerated to the total kinetic
energy of 8250 eV and neutralized in a differentially
pumped collision cell (cell-I) floated at �8170 V. The
precursor ion lifetimes were 30–40 �s. For cations and
radical cations neutralization is achieved by collisions
with dimethyldisulfide (DMDS) that was admitted to
cell-I at a pressure such as to achieve 70 % transmittance
of the precursor ion beam. The ions and neutrals were
allowed to drift to a four segment conduit, where the
ions were reflected by the first segment floated at �250
V. The flight times for neutral species in standard
NRMS measurements were 3.85 �s. The fast neutral
species were reionized in a second collision cell (cell-II)
by collision with oxygen at a pressure adjusted such as
to achieve 70 % transmittance of the precursor ion
beam. The ions formed in cell-II were decelerated,
energy filtered, and analyzed by a quadrupole mass
filter operated at unit mass resolution. The instrument
was tuned daily to maximize the ion current of reion-
ized CS2

��. Typically, 40 repetitive scans were accumu-
lated per spectrum. Collisional activation of neutral
intermediates (NCR) was performed by admitting he-
lium into the neutral-drift region at pressures allowing
70 % precursor ion transmittance. Neutral species were
generated in cell-I and the remaining ions were re-
flected (see above). The neutral-drift region was floated
at �250 V to reject any ions formed there by collisional
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reionization. Neutral dissociation products were al-
lowed to drift to cell-II where they were reionized by
collisions with O2 at pressures allowing 70 % beam
transmittance. Variable-time measurements were car-
ried out as described previously [36, 37]. The flight
times of neutral species in these measurements were
0.40, 1.12, 1.84, and 2.56 �s.

Calculations

Standard ab initio and density functional theory calcu-
lations were performed using the GAMESS UK [38–40]
and Gaussian 98 [41] suites of programs. An initial set
of geometries was obtained by using Becke’s hybrid
functional, B3LYP [42–44], and the 6–31G(d,p) basis set.
The radical and selected ion geometries were refined by
optimizations that used B3LYP and Moller-Plesset per-
turbational calculations with all electron excitations,
MP2(FULL) [45], and the larger 6–311 � G(2d,p) basis
set which incorporated diffuse functions and two shells
of five d-functions on P and O [46]. Stationary points
were characterized by harmonic frequency analysis as
local minima (all real frequencies) and first-order sad-
dle points (one imaginary frequency). Spin unrestricted
(UB3LYP and UMP2) calculations were used for open-
shell systems. Spin contamination in these calculations
was low for all local minima and saddle points, as
judged from the spin operator expectation values, S2,
which were 0.75–0.76 for UB3LYP and 0.76–0.8 for
UMP2. Annihilation of higher spin states [47, 48] was
applied to the UMP2 energies that corrected the S2

values to 0.75 and resulted in projected total energies,
PMP2, that were 1.5–2.2 millihartree lower than the
UMP2 ones. The B3LYP optimized geometries are re-
ported here; the MP2(FULL) geometries are available
from the correspondence author upon request.
Improved energies were obtained by single-point

calculations at five levels of theory. These included
composite G2(MP2) [49] and G2 [50] schemes that use
quadratic configuration interaction [51] calculations
with frozen core excitations, QCISD(T) with the
6–311G(d,p) basis set, and basis set expansion up to
effective 6–311�G(3df,2p) through MP2 and MP4(SDTQ)
single-point calculations. For selected systems, these were
compared with QCISD(T)/6–311�G(3df,2p) calculations
that used the full large basis set. In addition, coupled
cluster [52] single-point calculations with single, dou-
ble, and perturbational triple excitations, CCSD(T) [53],
were carried out with Dunning’s correlation-consistent
triple-� basis set augmented with diffuse functions,
aug-cc-pVTZ [54]. Finally, B3LYP and MP2 calculations
performed with the 6–311�G(3df,2p) basis set were
combined in an empirical procedure, B3-MP2 (B3-PMP2
for spin-projected energies), that has been described
previously [55–58].
The calculated transition state energies were used for

Rice-Ramsperger-Kassel-Marcus (RRKM) calculations
of unimolecular rate constants, kuni, using Hase’s pro-
gram [59] that was recompiled and run under Windows

NT [60]. The RRKM calculations used direct count of
quantum states in 2 kJ mol�1 intervals from the transi-
tion state energy up to 360 kJ mol�1 excitation. Rota-
tional states were treated adiabatically and the rate
constants, k(E,J,K), were Boltzmann-averaged over the
population of rotational states at 523 K, which corre-
sponded to the typical ion source temperature in the
spectra measurements.
Calculations of excited electronic states were per-

formed as reported previously [56–58]. Gradient opti-
mizations were done with configuration-interaction sin-
gles (CIS) [61] and the 6–311�G(2d,p) basis set which
also provided harmonic frequencies. Improved excited
state energies were obtained by single-point, time-
dependent density-functional theory calculations, TD-
B3LYP [62], and the 6–311�G(3df,2p) basis set.

Results and Discussion

Preparation and Dissociations of [P,O2,H2]� Ions

Oxygenated phosphorus radicals of the [P,O2,H2] type
are transient species that do not have obvious stable
neutral precursors to be used for gas-phase generation.
Our approach to [P,O2,H2] radicals relied on the gener-
ation of stable [P,O2,H2]

� cations, which are accessible
by dissociative electron ionization of several stable
organophosphorus compounds, e.g., methylphos-
phonic acid (I), diethyl phosphite (II), and triethyl
phosphite (III) [63].
The 70 eV electron-ionization spectrum of meth-

ylphosphonic acid affords a relatively weak peak at m/z
65 (8 %) corresponding to [P,O2,H2, ]

� ions denoted as
ion A. The elemental composition of this ion has been
confirmed by high-resolution measurements and iso-
baric impurities were not detected. The formation of
these ions from the methylphosphonic acid cation rad-
ical, [CH3PO3H2]

��, can be envisaged to proceed by two
different pathways, e.g., (1) loss of CH3

� followed by O,
and (2) a direct elimination of OCH3

� (Scheme 1). Evi-
dence for these pathways follows from metastable ion
dissociations of [CH3PO3H2]

�� and the fragment ion at
m/z 81. The elimination of OCH3

� requires a rearrange-

Scheme 1
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ment in [CH3PO3H2]
�� involving a 1,2-methyl migration

to the oxygen prior to dissociation to form [P,O2,H2]
�.

Another possible reaction mechanism may involve
methyl group and hydrogen migrations in
[CH3PO3H2]

�� resulting in an elimination of a CH2OH
radical. These mechanisms were not distinguished in
the present study.
Ion A was characterized by metastable-ion (MI) and

CID spectra; the latter were recorded as MIKE and B/E
scans (Figure 1). Besides obvious differences in mass
resolution in these scans, the MIKE and B/E CID
spectra sampled precursor ions of different lifetimes.

The metastable-ion spectrum of A was weak and
showed PO� at m/z 47 (loss of H2O) as the predominant
fragment. This MI peak showed a composite gaussian
profile that was characterized by the value of kinetic
energy release at half maximum, T0.5 	 0.074 V (7 kJ
mol�1). The composite shape of the peak was inferred
from fitting a gaussian-like peak according to eq 1),
where H0 is the peak height at maximum, w is the peak
width at height H, and a 	 ln 2 [64].

H � H0exp� � awn� (1)

which gave n 	 1.2 as opposed to n 	 2 for a pure
Gaussian peak. The presence of a composite MI peak
indicates more than one dissociation pathway for the
elimination of water, as discussed below.
The CID spectra of ion A displayed the base peak at

m/z 47 (PO�) due to the loss of H2O. Elimination of
water is typical of dissociations of oxygenated phospho-
rus cations, e.g., P(OH)4

� and P(OH)3
�� [21]. The other

fragments in CID spectra of A were [P,O2,H]
�� at m/z 64

(loss of H), [POH]�� at m/z 48 (loss of OH), P� at m/z 31,
and the weakly intense peaks of H2O

��, OH�, and O��

at m/z 18-16. The CID of ion A were compatible with
bond connectivities in HOOPOOH� (1�) and
OOPOOH2

� (2�) for the m/z 65 ions. The ion structures
and energies are discussed later in the paper.
The 70 eV electron ionization of diethyl phosphite

yields abundant (80 %) m/z 65 ions [P,O2,H2]
� (denoted

as ion B) whose elemental composition was confirmed
by high resolution measurements. Loss of a vinyl radi-
cal followed by an ethanol molecule from the molecular
ion can account for the formation of ion B (Scheme 2).
This fragmentation pathway has been confirmed from
the MI spectra of the molecular ion and the (M �
C2H3)

� ion at m/z 111. The MI spectrum of ion B
showed a dominant peak of PO� that had a composite
gaussian shape, which was characterized by T0.5 	 0.084
eV (8 kJ mol�1) and n 	 1.38. The CID (both B/E and
MIKE scans) spectra of ion B (Figure 2) showed all the
fragment ions that were present in the CID spectra of
ion A, but with somewhat different relative abun-
dances. The main differences in the CID spectra were as
follows: The spectrum of ion B showed (1) a more

Figure 1. CID spectra (O2, 70 % T) of ion A from methylphos-
phonic acid. (a) B/E CID. (b) MIKES-CID. (c) �NR� (Xe, 70 %
T/O2, 70 % T) mass spectrum.

Scheme 2
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abundant fragment at m/z 64 due to loss of H, (2) a
higher [HPO]�/[PO]� abundance ratio, 0.45 compared
to 0.34 for A, and (3) a more abundant doubly charged
[P,O2,H2]

�2 ion at m/z 32.5. The B/E CID spectrum of B
also shows more abundant PH� peak at m/z 32 and a
lower [H2O]

�/[OH]� ratio than from A. The higher
proportion of PH� and HPO� formation in CID of B
may indicate the presence of yet another ion structure,
HOP(O)OH� (3�), which is also compatible with the
presence of a HOP bond in the diethyl phosphite
precursor. However, the MIKE and CID spectra alone
do not rule out the presence of isomeric structures 1�

and 2� in B.
A [P,O2,H2]

� ion (C) is formed abundantly (85 %)
[63] from triethyl phosphite by elimination of ethoxyl
radical (m/z 121) followed by two ethylene molecules
and/or by elimination of a vinyl radical (m/z 139)

followed by ethanol, and ethylene. Scheme 3 shows the
formation of ion C with structure 1�, as discussed
below. Ion C showed characteristics that were interme-
diate between those of A and B. In particular, the
MI-spectrum showed a dominant peak of PO� of T0.5 	
0.096 eV (9 kJ mol�1) and n 	 1.14, and the CID
spectrum displayed the fragments at m/z 64 (similar to
A), 48 (similar to B), and 32.5 (similar to A) (Figure 3).
Since 70-eV electron ionization imparts a broad

range of energies in the ions formed and since the
lowest dissociation energies in ions 1�–3� are 90–204 kJ
mol�1 (vide infra), the non-dissociating ions that are
probed by CID and NR can have substantial internal
energies that may affect dissociation or isomerization.
In order to prepare ions with a narrower range of
internal energies, we used charge-exchange ionization
(CE) with CO2 (IE 	 13.78 eV) [63]. The choice of the
charge-exchange reagent gas was guided by G2 calcula-
tions that provided the enthalpy of formation for 1�,
Hf,298 	 394 kJ mol�1. When combined with the enthal-
pies of formation of triethyl phosphite (�813.4 kJ mol�1)
[65], C2H5O

� (�18 kJ mol�1),* and ethylene (52.5 kJ mol�1)
[63], the appearance energy of 1� is calculated asAE(1�)	
13.4 eV. Charge-exchange ionization of triethyl phosphite
with CO2

�� therefore imparts a total of 13.8–13.4 	 0.4 eV
excess energy to drive the dissociation, and this excess is
distributed among the neutral products and 1�, forming
the ion with low internal energy. The alternative dissoci-
ation pathway by elimination of C2H3

� , C2H5OH, andC2H4
of enthalpies of formation 295,† �235.3 [63], and 52.5 kJ
mol�1, respectively, requires AE(1�) 	 13.7 eV. In addi-

* From the enthalpy of formation of C2H5O
� (�183 to �186 kJ mol�1) [66,

67] and the electron affinity of C2H5O
� (1.712 eV) [68].

† The enthalpy of formation of the vinyl radical has been in dispute. From
the tabulated proton affinity of C2H3

� (755 kJ mol�1) [63], one derives
Hf,298(C2H3

� ) 	 292 kJ mol�1, whereas the COH bond-dissociation energy
(138 
 2 kJ mol�1) [69] gives Hf,298(C2H3

� ) 	 307 kJ mol�1. The CCSD(T)/
aug-cc-pVTZ dissociation energy of the COH bond in ethylene, D(COH)	
460 kJ mol�1, gives Hf,298(C2H3

� ) 	 295 kJ mol�1 which is the value used
here for the appearance energy estimate.Scheme 3

Figure 3. CID spectrum of ion C from CE ionization of triethyl
phosphite.

Figure 2. CID spectra (O2, 70 % T) of ion B from diethyl
phosphite. (a) B/E CID. (b) MIKES-CID.
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tion, collisions with CO2 molecules under CI conditions
are likely to dissipate the excess energy in the ions formed.
Fully thermalized ions 1� have 17 kJ mol�1 mean internal
energy at the ion source temperature of 523 K. The
[P,O2,H2]

� ion formed by CE showed a CID spectrum that
was closely similar to that of A and C. However, the NR
spectrum differed substantially from those of A–C, as
discussed later.
Note that the enthalpies of formation of I and II are

unknown, and so the pertinent appearance energies for
the formation of 1� from these precursors could not be
calculated.

Ion Structures and Energetics

To interpret the experimental data from ion dissocia-
tions, we investigated by calculations the potential
energy surface for dissociations and isomerizations of
1�–3�. The results from B3LYP calculations are summa-
rized diagrammatically in Figure 4, the optimized ion
structures are shown in Figure 5. Ion 1� is the most
stable structure of the three studied. Structure 1� has a
Cs symmetry with a syn-anti arrangement of the OOH
bonds that corresponds to the lowest-energy orientation
of the corresponding bond dipoles. Ion 2� is the second
most stable structure, 84 kJ mol�1 less stable than 1� by
G2 (Table 1). The POOH2 bond in 2� is about 25 %
longer than a standard POO bond (e.g., in 1�), indicat-
ing a preferred dissociation to PO� and water which
requires 121 kJ mol�1 by G2. Ions 1� and 2� are
separated by an energy barrier (105 kJ mol�1 above 2�

by B3LYP), which is below the lowest dissociation
threshold for the formation of PO� � H2O (Figure 4).
Ion 3� is 115 kJ mol�1 less stable than 1� (by G2) and is
separated from the latter by an energy barrier (188 kJ
mol�1 above 3� by B3LYP), which is substantially
above the lowest dissociation threshold. Hence, non-
dissociating 1� and 3� should not isomerize, and the
less stable isomer 3� might be accessible by an ion
chemistry synthesis in the gas phase.

The calculated energies imply that 1� and 2� of
sufficient internal energies can isomerize prior to disso-
ciation and display similar MI and CID spectra. More-
over, a fraction of non-dissociating 1� and 2� falling to
the internal energy interval of ca. 163–200 kJ mol�1 can
interconvert; note that such an isomerization should
greatly favor the more stable isomer 1�. MI dissocia-
tions of 3� should favor loss of water, which requires a
rate-determining isomerization to 1�, which should
affect the dissociation kinetics and kinetic energy re-
lease. The other dissociations of 3� are substantially
more endothermic, e.g., the cleavage of the HOP bond
forming O¢POH�� that requires 381 or 360 kJ mol�1 by
G2(MP2) or B3LYP, respectively. Nevertheless, a frac-
tion of 3� that acquired high internal energy by colli-
sional activation can be expected to undergo loss of H (a
simple bond cleavage) competitively with elimination
of water (a rearrangement). These properties are indic-

Figure 4. B3LYP/6–31G(d,p) potential energy surface for 1�–3�.

Figure 5. B3LYP optimized ion structures. Roman numerals:
6–311�G(2d,p) basis set, italic numerals 6–31G(d,p) basis set.

Table 1. Ion Relative Energies

Species

Relative energya

B3LYPb B3-MP2c
G2

(MP2) G2

1� 0 0 0 0
2� 59 76 82 84
3� 134 102 115 115
TS (1� 3 2�) 163 – – –
TS (1� 3 3�) 322 – – –
TS (2� 3 3�) 339 – – –
PO� � H2O 230 201 202 205
POH�� � OH� 481 514 509 507
O¢P-OH�� � H� 494 508 494 496
HPO�� � OH� 594 – – –
PO� � H2O�� 594 – – –

aIn units of kJ mol�1 at 0 K.
bCalculations with the 6-31G(d,p) basis set.
cCalculations with the 6-311�G (3df,2p) basis set.
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ative of the presence of structure 3� in ion B from
diethyl phosphite. The ion relative energies further
indicate that the CO2

�� charge-exchange ionization of
triethyl phosphite should produce the most stable iso-
mer 1� exclusively, because the other isomers are
energetically inaccessible. Ions A–C from the various
precursors were further characterized by neutraliza-
tion-reionization mass spectra that are discussed next.

Preparation and Dissociations of [P,O2,H2]�

Radicals

The neutralization (Xe, 70 % T)-reionization (O2, 70 % T)
mass spectrum of ion A shows a rather weak survivor
ion of reionized [P,O2,H2] at m/z 65 (Figure 1c). The
major dissociations are nominally similar to those in the
CID spectrum and include losses of H, OH, and H2O,
forming m/z 64, 48, and 47, respectively, the comple-
mentary m/z 17 and 18 species, and the peak of P at m/z
31. The relative intensities of the NR dissociation prod-
ucts are similar to those in the CID spectrum of A, with
a somewhat greater proportion of small fragments at
m/z 16–18, and 31. The presence of the H2O

�� ion in the
NR spectrum can be in part due to CID of ion A upon

collision with Xe, as the molecule of neutral water
eliminated from ion A would be transmitted together
with the neutralization products, reionized, and de-
tected. Note that elimination of water from ion A is a
major dissociation upon CID.
Neutralization of ion B was performed by collisions

with Xe and CH3SSCH3. According to the calculated
recombination energies of ion structures 1�–3� (Table
2), electron transfer from Xe (IE 	 12.13 eV) is 4–5 eV
endothermic, which can cause excitation in the radicals
formed [70], while electron transfer from CH3SSCH3
(IEa 	 8.2 eV [71], IEv 	 8.96 eV) [72], is more closely
energy balanced. The Xe/O2 NR spectrum of ion B
shows a substantially more abundant recovery ion at
m/z 65, indicating a greater fraction of non-dissociating
radicals reaching the reionization cell (Figure 6a). The
CH3SSCH3/O2 NR spectrum of ion B shows even
greater relative abundance of the recovery ion which
amounts to 50 % of the m/z 47 base peak (Figure 6b).
Another distinguishing features of the NR spectrum of
B are the [m/z 64]/[m/z 65] ratio and the increased
relative abundance of the HP� ion at m/z 32.
Deuterium labeling (ion [2H2]-B, Figure 6c) basically

confirms the product assignments through the corre-
sponding mass shifts due to the presence of deuterium
atoms. Loss of D (m/z 65) and formation of PD (m/z 33)
show isotope effects compared with the corresponding
loss of H and formation of PH from ion B. However,
there is a negligible isotope effect on the relative abun-
dance of the recovery ion (m/z 67).
In order to distinguish intrinsic dissociations of

[P,O2,H2] radicals from those of ions B, we performed
variable-time NR measurements for neutralization with
CH3SSCH3 and reionization with O2 that provided rate
parameters for the neutral and post-reionization ion
dissociations (Table 3). The rate parameters clearly
show that both radicals and ions undergo dissociations

Figure 6. �NR� mass spectra of ions B and [2H2]-B. (a) Ion B, Xe,
70 % T/O2, 70 % T. (b) Ion B, CH3SSCH3, 70 % T/O2, 70 % T. (c)
Ion [2H2]-B, CH3SSCH3, 70 % T/O2, 70 % T.

Table 2. [P,O2,H2] Ionization energies

Species

Energya

B3LYPb B3-PMP2c G2(MP2) G2

1a IEa
d – 7.01 7.07 7.10

IEv
e – 7.75 7.63 –

REv
f 6.67 6.82 6.68 –

1b IEa 7.11 7.07 7.00 7.03
IEv 8.13 7.79 7.65 –
REv 6.67 6.82 6.68 –

2 IEa 6.96 7.27 7.18 7.23
IEv 7.51 7.61 7.50 –
REv 6.44 7.03 6.90 –

3 IEa 8.25 8.24 8.15 8.18
IEv 9.43 9.52 9.34 –
REv 6.67 6.25 5.59 –

aIn units of electron volt.
bCalculations with the 6–31 G(d,p) basis set.
cCalculations with the 6-311�G(3df,2p) basis set.
dAdiabatic ionization energy including zero-point vibrational correc-
tions.
eVertical ionization energy.
fVertical recombination energy of the ion.
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forming products at the same m/z values. The temporal
differentiation of the neutral and ion dissociations fur-
ther shows that the latter account for 73 % of loss of OH,
70 % loss of water, and 64 % loss of H. In summary, the
NR spectra are dominated by post-reionization dissoci-
ations of [P,O2,H2]

� cations.
The CH3SSCH3/O2 NR spectrum of ion C was sim-

ilar to that of ion B, except for a small difference in the

relative abundances of the m/z 64, 32, and 17 ions
(Figure 7). To investigate the effect of precursor ion
internal energy, we obtained an NR mass spectrum of
ion C prepared by the charge-exchange dissociative
ionization of triethyl phosphite, which should produce
C with nearly thermal internal energies. The spectrum
shows a dramatically increased abundance of the recov-
ery ion which becomes the dominant peak in the
spectrum (Figure 7b). The dissociation products show
relative abundances that are similar to those in Figure
7a and also those in the CID spectrum of ion C. The
energy effects in the NR spectra and the radical isomers
formed are further discussed with the help of ab initio
and RRKM calculations.

Radical Structures and Energetics

Geometry optimizations found two local minima for the
dihydroxyphosphinyl radical. The syn-anti rotamer (1a)
was marginally more stable than the anti-anti rotamer
(1b)(Figure 8), and the rotamers were separated by a
small potential energy barrier that disappeared upon
ZPVE correction. Hence, rotamers 1a and 1b can be
viewed as a fluxional structure (1) with free rotations
about the POO bonds. Radical 2 was a local energy
minimum that was 73–80 kJ mol�1 less stable than 1
(Figure 9). 2 had a long POOH2 bond (2.49 Å) that
indicated facile dissociation to PO� and water. Indeed,
the 0 K bond dissociation energy was calculated at
15–18 kJ mol�1, indicating only a marginal stability for
2. Structures 1 and 2 were separated by a substantial
energy barrier (TS4 in Figure 9) that was 138–142 kJ
mol�1 above 1 and 43–46 kJ mol�1 above PO� � H2O.
In contrast to the cation relative stabilities, radical 3

was only slightly less stable than 1 and should represent
a kinetically stable isomer. Radicals 1 and 3 were
separated by a large energy barrier for hydrogen mi-
gration (TS1, Figure 9) that was 161–164 kJ mol�1 above
1.
The threshold energies for product formation indi-

cated elimination of water and loss of H as the two most
favorable dissociations. Cleavage of the HOP bond in 3
was continuously endothermic in B3LYP calculations
and did not show a saddle point above the threshold
energy of the products. Hence radical 3 is bound by
110–118 kJ mol�1 at our highest levels of theory. Cleav-
age of the anti-HOO bond in 1 proceeded through a
transition state (TS2) that was 35–44 kJ mol�1 above the
thermochemical threshold for O¢POOH � H�. This
should provide an additional stabilization for 1 and also
affect the kinetics of H atom addition to phosphorous
acid. The potential energy diagram in Figure 9 indicates
the most favorable dissociations of the phosphorus
radicals. 1 and 2 should prefer dissociation to PO� �
H2O, whereas 3 should prefer losing the P-bound
hydrogen atom.
The internal energy needed to drive these dissocia-

tions can be provided by Franck-Condon effects on
vertical electron capture by the corresponding cations.

Figure 7. �NR�mass spectra of ion C. (a) Ion C by 70-eV electron
ionization, CH3SSCH3, 70 % T/O2, 70 % T. (b) Ion C by charge-
exchange ionization, CH3SSCH3, 70 % T/O2, 70 % T.

Table 3. Rate parameters for radical and ion dissociations from
variable-time NR spectra

Dissociationa

Rate parameters
(106 s�1)

kN ki

[P,O2,H2] 3 OPOH � H 0.14 0.25
[P,O2,H2] 3 POH � OH 0.17 0.45
[P,O2,H2] 3 PO � H2O 0.45 1.07

aThe species given in bold characters were measured in the observa-
tion channel.
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For 1, the Franck-Condon energy (33 kJ mol�1) alone
was insufficient to cause dissociation. In contrast, ver-
tical neutralization of 2� forms 2 with an internal
energy close to the dissociation threshold indicating
facile dissociation. The Franck-Condon energy in verti-
cally formed 2 originates mostly from the compression
of the POOH2 bond which is 0.36 Å shorter in 2� than
in the relaxed geometry of the radical.
Interestingly, vertical electron capture in 3� results

in large Franck-Condon effects, such that 3 is formed
with 70 kJ mol�1 above the dissociation threshold.
Such a large vibrational excitation should result in
fast dissociation (see below) preventing detection of 3
on a microsecond time scale. The Franck-Condon
energy in vertically formed 3 stems from the com-
bined effects of POO and POH bond compression
and planarization at phosphorus in the ion, while the
radical is pyramidized.

RRKM Dissociation Kinetics—Comparison with
Experiment

The calculated transition state energies allowed us to
evaluate the unimolecular dissociation kinetics of the
most stable radical 1 using RRKM calculations. The
unimolecular rate constants for loss of H, isomerization
to 2, and isomerization to 3 are shown in Figure 10.Figure 8. B3LYP optimized neutral structures. Roman numerals:

6–311 � G(2d,p) basis set, italic numerals 6–31G(d,p) basis set.

Figure 9. Potential energy surface for [P,O2,H2] radicals. Relative
energies at 0 K from (top, a) QCISD(T)/6–311 � G(3df,2p),
(middle, b) CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ, and (bottom, c) B3-PMP2/6–
311 � G(3df,2p) single-point calculations and B3LYP/6–311 �
G(2d,p) zero-point corrections.

Figure 8b (continued)
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These rate constants are based on CCSD(T)/aug-cc-
pVTZ transition state energies; RRKM calculations us-
ing QCISD(T) and B3-PMP2/6–311 � G(3df,2p) ener-
gies gave similar results that are not discussed
separately. Isomerization to 2 is the lowest-energy pro-
cess that should dominate the unimolecular chemistry
of 1 in the energy interval of 139–248 kJ mol�1. Since the
TS4 energy is above the dissociation threshold for PO�

� H2O, 2 formed by isomerization is expected to
dissociate rapidly, so that the isomerization is the rate
determining step for the overall dissociation 1 3 2 3
PO� � H2O. Compared with the latter reaction, the
processes that can lead to loss of H are substantially
slower at internal energies �248 kJ mol�1. The 1 3 3
isomerization, followed by dissociation to O¢POOH �
H�, is faster than direct loss of H from 1 at internal
energies up to 220 kJ mol�1 where the k curves cross.
The 13 3 isomerization overtakes that for 13 2 at 305
kJ mol�1 excitation. The calculations thus indicate that
at intermediate excitations, 1 should dissociate exclu-
sively by loss of water. In addition, because of the small
number of degrees of freedom in 1, the log k curves
increase rapidly with internal energy, such that the rate
constants exceed 106 s�1 within 1–2 kJ mol�1 above the
TS.
Are the calculated potential energy surface and

RRKM rate constants compatible with the experimental
results? The energy analysis indicates that ion C pre-

pared by CE ionization of triethyl phosphite was pure
1�. Its internal energy consists of that of the precursor
ion and that due to Franck-Condon effects on vertical
electron transfer, e.g., Eint(1) 	 17 � 33 	 50 kJ mol�1.
This energy is insufficient to cause dissociation of 1, in
keeping with the low extent of fragmentation and
abundant recovery ion in the NR mass spectrum (Fig-
ure 7). The dissociation products observed in the Figure
7 NR mass spectrum can be assigned to post-reioniza-
tion ion dissociations, in keeping with the close resem-
blance of the fragmentation patterns in the NR and CID
spectra of the same ion. NR dissociations of ion C
prepared by 70-eV dissociative ionization also show a
dominant proportion of ion processes, as determined by
variable-time measurements. However, radical dissoci-
ations also occur and show relative rate parameters, krel
	 0.60, 0.14, and 0.25, for the loss of water, H, and OH,
respectively. These are in qualitative agreement with
the branching ratios obtained from RRKM calculations.
Figure 11 shows that a 0.60:0.14 ratio for the loss of
water following rate-determining isomerization to 2,
krel(O™H™O), and combined losses of H due to a direct
loss, krel(O™H), and rate-determining isomerization to 3,
krel(O™H™P), is achieved at 195 kJ mol

�1 excitation in 1.
However, at this excitation, the RRKM rate constants
are in the 108–109 s�1 range and could not account for
dissociations occurring on the 0.4–3.8 �s time scale
which is probed by the variable-time measurements. In
addition, the threshold energy for the loss of OH� from
1 is calculated as 312 kJ mol�1 for the lowest threshold
of (1A') H™P¢O � OH� (Table 4), so that no loss of OH�

Figure 10. RRKM rate constants for dissociations of 1. CCSD(T)/
aug-cc-pVTZ energies and B3LYP/6–311 � G(2d,p) harmonic
frequencies, zero-point energies, and moments of inertia.

Figure 11. RRKM branching ratios for loss of H2O and H from 1.
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should occur at 195 kJ mol�1, contradicting the experi-
mental data.
The NR spectra of ions A and B allow one a some-

what less unambiguous interpretation because of the
possible presence of the less stable isomers 2 and 3. For
NR of ion A, internal energy effects can account for the
increased dissociation of the intermediate [P,O2,H2]

�

radicals and reionized A. However, if 2�was co-formed
by dissociative ionization of methylphosphonic acid, its
neutralization should result in rapid dissociation by
loss of water which would decrease the relative abun-
dance of the survivor ion, as observed. With NR of ion
B, the increased relative abundance of the m/z 64
fragment points to a loss of H from the neutral inter-
mediate.§ The potential energy diagram (Figure 9) indi-
cates that loss of H should be the dominant dissociation
of 3, especially following vertical neutralization that
forms the radical with a large excess of internal energy.
The NR spectrum of ion B thus can be interpreted as
resulting from the presence of stable isomers 1�/1 that
provide the recovery ion and dissociate mainly by loss
of water, and the less stable ion 3� that upon neutral-
ization produces an unstable radical 3 that dissociates
completely by loss of H.

Excited Electronic States of 1 and 3

In order to explain the unusual branching ratios in
dissociations of 1 one needs to consider a mechanism by
which the radical acquires internal energy upon vertical
electron transfer. As discussed above, Franck-Condon
effects alone are insufficient to trigger the radical dis-
sociations. As shown previously, collisional electron
transfer can lead to the formation of excited electronic

states in the neutral species that accepted the electron.
With even electron ions in particular, this can occur by
electron capture in the manifold of unoccupied orbitals,
or by excitation of a valence electron from the closed
shell. The excited electronic states that have short (�ns)
radiative lifetimes will emit a photon and decay to the
ground state without affecting the dissociation kinetics.
However, long-lived excited states of �s lifetimes (de-
noted as the dark states) [73] can undergo dissociations
on the excited state PES or funnel the electronic energy
into vibrational excitation of the ground state by inter-
nal conversion through avoided crossings or conical
intersections. Ground-electronic state radicals formed
by internal conversion from an excited state will have
internal energies which are centered about the elec-
tronic excitation energy and shifted and broadened by
the ion vibrational energy and Franck-Condon effects.
Although here we did not investigate excited states in
1-3 experimentally [74], we performed time-dependent

§ As opposed to an ion internal energy effect on post-reionization dissoci-
ations. CAD relative intensities of ions produced by high-energy dissocia-
tions are insensitive to the precursor ion internal energy.

Table 5. Excited electronic states in 1 and 3

Species State

Excitation energya �b

(X)c (A)d (1�)e (X) (A) (1�)

1a A 2.85 2.61 2.81 7 22 2
B 3.52 3.95 3.06 0.3 0.2 0.8
C 4.40 4.60 4.28 0.05 0.07 0.07

3 A 3.36 1.31 2.63 0.8 �30 3.3
B 3.89 2.61 4.24 0.08 0.3 �30
C 4.95 3.92 4.80 0.06 0.07 0.07

aFrom TD-B3LYP/6–311�G(3df,2p) calculations in units of electronvolt.
bRadiative lifetimes (�s) for vertical transitions.
cVertical excitations from the B3LYP/6-311�G(2d,p) optimized geome-
try of the ground state.
dAdiabatic excitation energies from the UCIS/6-311�G(2d,p) optimized
geometry of the first excited state.
eAdiabatic excitation energies from the B3LYP/6-311�G(2d,p) opti-
mized geometry of the ion.

Table 4. Relative energies of [P,O2,H2] radicals

Species

Relative energya

B3LYPb B3-PMP2c G2(MP2) G2 QCISD(T)c CCSD(T)d

1a – 0 0 0 0 0
1b 0 4.3 6.5 6.7 4.5 4.5
TS(1a 3 1b) – 3.7 3.8 4.1 – –
2 75 74 70 72 73 80
3 25 4 11 11 10 25
TS1 171 162 160 161 161 164
TS2 – 157 163 160 164 177
TS3 188 190 199 200 200 206
TS4 130 138 141 142 142 139
PO� � H2O 109 92 77 62 88 96
O¢P-OH � H� 151 122 122 123 120 139
(1A')H-P¢O � OH� 310 319 308 306 304 312
(1A')P-OH � OH� 444 476 – – – –
(3A�)P-OH � OH� – 393 399 395 379

aIn units of kJ mol�1 at 0 K.
bCalculations with the 6–311G(d,p) basis set.
cCalculations with the 6–311�G(3df,2p) basis set.
dCalculations with the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set.
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density functional theory calculations to shed some
light on the relevant excitation energies and radiative
lifetimes.
The first two excited states in 1a are long lived and

therefore kinetically relevant. The A state excitation
energy (2.81 eV in vertically formed radical, Table 5) is
sufficient to promote rearrangements to 2 and 3, and
loss of H, but not the loss of OH. At this excitation
energy, krel(O™H) � krel(O™H™P) � krel(O™H™O), so that
the total loss of H exceeds the loss of water. The B state
excitation energy (3.06 eV, Figure 12) is just below the
threshold for HP¢O � OH�; in order for the loss of OH
to occur, the requisite energy must be provided by the
C or a higher excited state.
The �s kinetics for the loss of H and water can now

be explained by a combination of energy effects origi-
nating from the ground and excited states. 1 produced
in the X state will have internal energies Eint �33 kJ
mol�1 depending on the internal energy of the precur-
sor ion. Radicals of sub-threshold Eint are stable; those
with Eint � E(TS4) dissociate by loss of water. 1
produced in the A and B states undergo rate-determin-
ing internal conversion to the X state that occurs on the
�s time scale. The energy which is funneled into (X)1
causes very rapid competing dissociations via TS1, TS2
and TS4 with rate constants �109 s�1 (Figure 10) and
branching ratios shown in Figure 11. The variable-time

measurements average the processes occurring on the
�s time scale by monitoring the dissociation products.
The A and B states of 3 also have microsecond

radiative lifetimes (Table 5). Electron capture to form
the A state is accompanied by Franck-Condon effects
that amount to ca 130 kJ mol�1. From the energy
difference between the equilibrium geometries of the X
and A states (1.31 eV) and that between the vertical
landing points on the corresponding potential energy
surfaces (2.63–1.99 	 0.64 eV) it follows that the X and
A surface are close at the Franck-Condon excitation
(Figure 13). This should enhance the coupling elements
for internal conversion [75] and decrease the A state
lifetime. Since the X state acquires 2.63 eV from internal
conversion, it should dissociate rapidly by H atom loss.
This means that an increased probability for internal
conversion to the dissociative X state can be expected to
diminish the lifetime of vertically produced 3, but
should not change the unimolecular chemistry.

Conclusions

Dissociative ionization of triethylphosphite under
charge-exchange conditions that provide energy control

Figure 12. Excited state potential energy surfaces in 1.

Figure 13. Excited state potential energy surfaces in 3.
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generates the most stable [P,O2,H2]
� isomer, dihy-

droxyphosphonium cation 1�, that affords stable dihy-
droxyphosphonium radical (1) by collisional electron
transfer. When formed from a more energetic cation,
the radical undergoes dissociations and isomerizations
that were quantified by variable-time measurements
and explained by theory. Cations produced by disso-
ciative ionization of methylphosphonic acid and diethyl
phosphite consist mostly of 1� but also contain the less
stable isomers 2� and 3�, respectively. The transient
formation of 3 is deduced from its NR dissociation by
loss of H, as explained by theory. The branching ratios
for loss of H and water from 1 occurring on the
microsecond time scale are interpreted by a combina-
tion of rate-determining internal conversion from ex-
cited electronic states promoting fast loss of H and
direct elimination of water from metastable 1 that
occurs entirely on the ground state potential energy
surface.
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